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We have two arms, two legs and a head on top of
our body. Clothes have to be made with openings
so that we can get them on and off.

Stuff an arm
into each sleeve,
put on your coat
before you leave.

You need holes for your
arms……….

Zip the zipper
right to the top,

Which clothes do
you have that use
buttons?

Buttons are easily
swallowed so
never put them in
your mouth…….
and don’t put
them in noses or
ears!

Are they all used
for fastening?

We use zips to fasten our clothes too.
Zips can be made of plastic, nylon or metal.

and sometimes a hole for your
head!

Here are some things to think about….
Why do they have holes?
Do they all have the
same number of holes?

What are
they made
from?

Are buttons
all the same
size or all the
same shape?

Sometimes zips are used for decoration.
Which clothes can you think of
where zips are used?

fabric

teeth.

Buttons come in different colours, shapes and
sizes. They can be made of metal, plastic or
wood. Sometimes they are covered in fabric.

Some clothes have press studs that fasten.

hooks
This pocket
fastens with a
press stud.

Buttons can be used for
decoration or for fastening.
Buttons that fasten need …………..

plastic
buttons
button holes!
metal
buttons

wooden
buttons

Lots of clothes have
Velcro fastenings.
What else do we wear
that might be fastened
using Velcro?

Velcro has two strips of
fabric that press together
and stick together.
Shoes!

Velcro fastenings on shoes are easier
for little children than tying laces.

How do they work?

loops

Can you guess what they are?

Velcro is easy to fasten and is
especially useful for people who can’t
manage other fastenings.

slider

What do the
hooks and
loops look
like?

?

There are four main ways of
fastening openings.

holes for your legs and feet…

and cover your head
when ever rain drops.

Buttons are used to fasten our clothes.

Have you ever thought about
how your clothes
fasten?

The two pieces of the press studs are
sewn onto the clothes and then they fit
together to fasten them.

Sometimes they are called
poppers. They can be made of
metal or plastic.

The two parts stick
together because one strip
has hooks and the other
strip has loops.

How does
Velcro
work?

Velcro fastens by
pressing the two
parts together.

These baby clothes have
press studs to make them
easier to fasten.
These press studs
are hidden under a
fold of cloth.

Some clothes have hooks and eyes to fasten them.

eye

Hooks and eyes are hidden
fasteners that hold the
edges of fabric together.

hook

Isn't dressing depressing?
Button the buttons
Snap the snaps
Hook the hooks and
Zip the zippers
Tie the ties and
Strap the straps and
Clasp the clasps and
Slip the slippers
Buckle the buckles and
Knot the knots and
Pin the pins and
Lace the laces
Loop the loops and
Lock the locks and
Belt the belts and
Brace the braces—
What I like the best is my own skin—
That is what I'm always in.

How many different
ways could these
types of clothes be
fastened?

Which is the most popular fastening?
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Things to think about …..

Can you guess
which kind of
fastening it is
just by
listening?

How are the fastenings different?
How do they work?
What are they made of?
How are they attached to the clothes?
Which is the easiest fastening to use?
Which is the hardest?

